
Eric A. Blackall

October 19, 1914 — November 16, 1989

Eric Albert Blackall, the Jacob Gould Schurman Professor of German Literature Emeritus, was born in London, 

England, on October 19, 1914; he died in Ithaca on November 16, 1989. Eric earned the B.A. degree in 1936 and 

the M.A. degree in 1940 from Cambridge University. The University of Vienna (Austria) awarded him the Ph.D. 

in 1938, and Cambridge University granted him the Litt. D. in 1960. He taught briefly at the University of Basel, 

Switzerland (1938-39). From 1939 till 1958 he served as assistant lecturer, then university lecturer, in German at 

the University of Cambridge. He was a fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, from 1945-58.

In the fall of 1957 he came to Cornell as a visiting professor of German literature; he accepted an offer to stay and 

became professor of German and chairman of the department in 1958. In 1963 he was appointed to another five-

year term. But by 1965, eight years into his chairmanship, he had had enough. He handed the administration of 

the department to Tijs Jolles, whom he had hired away from the University of Chicago, took a whole year off and 

enjoyed a Guggenheim Fellowship. But he did not enjoy the respite as much as he had thought he would. After his 

many years of ceaseless pedagogical, scholarly and administrative activity, both here and in England, the sudden 

slowdown came as a jolt and at one point he confided that he didn’t know what to do with himself. The cause of 

his discomfort was an acute sense of obligation and service that was for the moment uncommitted. With this 

realization he was able to respond, time and again, readily and without fuss, until his retirement and beyond, to 

multiple claims made upon his time and talents, including the directorship of Cornell’s Society for the Humanities 

from 1980-83.

Much–deserved honors had come in swift succession: the Avalon Foundation Chair in the Humanities in 1965, 

the Jacob Gould Schurman Chair in 1967, membership in the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1970, 

and membership in the American Philosophical Society in 1971. In 1973 the Republic of Austria awarded him 

the Cross of Honor, mainly for a deed of daring committed in 1938 when, as a graduate student in Vienna, he 

saved the papers of the Jewish writer Arthur Schnitzler from certain destruction by the Nazis. Eric retired in 

1985. During a symposium in his honor at the Society for the Humanities he was awarded the Order of Merit of 

the German Federal Republic. In the spring of 1989 Eric was to have traveled to Vienna at the invitation of that 

university to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of his Ph.D.; illness, however, kept him away. (The renewed diploma 

arrived in the mail shortly before his death.)
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Those are some of the mileposts of a long and productive life. There were, of course, many more along the path of 

this very special pilgrim. He was what the Germans call musisch in the best sense of the word, i.e., endowed with 

a keen appreciation, both intellectual and sensual, of the fine arts, literature, and music in particular. He was a 

skilled and enthusiastic pianist. And he loved to teach the things he loved. He liked the tangible in literature and 

found it fitting that, after his final Faust seminar, the students should present him with a stuffed black poodle.

But what was really the measure of the man, even more than his teaching and his impressive scholarship, was his 

bearing. As a child, Eric had had polio, which left him partly crippled. On his best days one noticed hardly a trace 

of it; he carried himself magnificently. But his achievements are the result of a persistent and heroic struggle—

heroic here not a manifestation of excessive and naturally abundant vitality and strength, but a daily display of 

courage and perseverance in overcoming weakness, a triumph of the spirit in spite of a fragile physical base. To 

this came his wit, which ranged from the funny to the devastating and which made him, like Mephisto, the black 

poodle, a master of the put-down. Once accused of being a prima donna, he replied that he hadn’t come to Cornell 

to join the chorus.

Early conditioning in self-discipline helped him overcome occasional career setbacks as well. A German publishing 

house once rejected a manuscript it had solicited, perhaps because while Eric was completing it there was a change 

in personnel and editorial policy. Eric was dejected at first; then angry; then he breathed contempt which, with 

him, took the form of a swift and audible dismissal of air through the nose. He rewrote the book, this time in 

English and for a more general audience and for the Cornell University Press: Goethe and the Novel, followed by 

another volume, on the romantic novel, dedicated to his son Roger; followed by a volume of Goethe in translation: 

Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship. That was Eric: resilient, stubborn, triumphant.

Cambridge University Press published his Adalbert Stifter: A Critical Study in 1948, as well as The Emergence of 

German as a Literary Language, which has become a point of departure for work in the 18th century. First published 

in 1959, it appeared in German translation in 1966, and in a revised English version by Cornell University Press 

in 1978. He lectured from Texas to Toronto, from London to Berkeley, and gave the invitational lecture to the 

Canadian Association of University Teachers of German at Quebec in 1976. He published in most of the leading 

journals in the field, both here and abroad. He translated, with Vida Harford, the libretto to Alban Berg’s Wozzeck, 

that is used at Covent Garden, the Metropolitan Opera and elsewhere.

Amidst all this activity he found time and inclination to be generous to colleagues. So, in the end, he was the man 

for whom the proper epitaph was written long ago:
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He was the noblest of them all. 
His life was gentle and the elements, 
So mixed in him that Nature might stand up 
And say to all the world: this is a man. 
According to his virtue—let us remember him.

Ave, cara anima.

Jonathan Culler, Leonard Olschner, Herbert Deinert
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